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The second of three ACEs Connection steering committee meetings convened on Friday August 10th 

with the intention of reflecting on the learnings from the first meeting; clarifying our shared vision, 

purpose, ground rules, and principles; and diving in to several ways to explore, better understand and 

begin to map the Santa Barbara County ACEs ecosystem.  

The steering committee is building trust and deepening relationships to create a safe and comfortable 

space to work together on the ACEs Connection goal of building strong relational health as a foundation 

for resiliency. The committee began the meeting by affirming and refining the shared vision of a network 

that is coordinating actions and collaborating for systems scale impact to create Resilient Communities. 

We reviewed our draft purpose statement, and refined the following draft steering committee ground 

rules that the steering committee will propose as principles for the larger ACEs Connection Network: 

- Build trust and relational health as the foundation for resilience 
- Create a supportive community and safe space 
- Bring our whole selves with fidelity and integrity and empower others to as well 
- Welcome, hear and honor all voices  
- Invite the full diversity of the community and uphold the core values of diversity, equity, 

inclusion and access 
- Dare to dream, innovate and experiment with imagination and creativity  
- Embrace trial and error to learn (make it ok to fail and learn)  
- Grow capacity and knowledge to collaborate on a shared and equitable playing field 

The steering committee spent the bulk of this meeting engaged in three systems mapping activities 

designed to tap into each member’s unique viewpoint and perspective on the larger system we operate 

within. Together we created and refined what LegacyWorks Group calls a “key actors and funders 

wheel”, an “ACEs Connection ecosystem map”, and a “sector overlap map”. It enabled us to begin to see 

the network from a bird’s eye view and to identify opportunities for coordination and collaboration, 

important overlaps among sectors, natural bridges, barriers and gaps in the system, and where 

organizations, agencies, funders, and collaborations primarily focus their attention and resources. This 

mapping work has just begun, but it is already helping us better understand the system and network, 

and how its fields, actors, and funders interact.  



LegacyWorks Group is gathering the input and insights shared and will create draft maps for the next 

steering committee meeting on August 24. Depending on our progress in the coming weeks, we plan to 

share those maps with the larger ACEs Connection Network at the September 5 KIDS Network gathering, 

if not before.  

At the next steering committee meeting, we plan to refine our vision, purpose, principles and the draft 

system maps. We will also make plans for the September 5th KIDS Network convening where we we will 

share all of this with you for your input and insight. We can’t wait to bring this work to you and the 

whole network to take the SB ACEs Connection to the next level.  


